Le sens commun est le Génie de l’humanité

Studio FANTÁSTICA looking for a motivated designer who will be part of a fast-paced team
contributing to a PopUp Design Studio in Brooklyn, focusing on the design, development and
fabrication of large scale street activation and placemaking initiative.
Our collaborative office environment allows for fast professional development in all phases from
concept to construction. An ideal candidate thrives in high energy creative environments, is
adept in problem solving and comfortable working on a wide array of projects in various stages
of development. You have a strong design sensibility and share our passion for innovation.
To apply, please send a resume, cover letter, and portfolio to manman@fantastica.is with the
subject line: PopUp Studio. 2-3 years work experience preferred. Salary commensurate with
experience. This is a temporary position, if you’re looking for a benefits plan and a 401K
than this is not for you. No phone calls please.
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FANTÁSTICA
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Excellent digital design and visualization
skills, high level of skills in Vectorworks,
Auto CAD, and Revit, parametric and
other design application abilities a plus,
licensed or seeking license in
architecture, experience in construction
documentation and construction
administration
ABOUT THE STUDIO
We believe that every problem from the
economic and climate crisis, extreme
poverty, inefficient food systems, to the
growing number of plastic bags blowing
around in our neighborhood is
connected through design, or rather by
the lack of it. These design problems
are all missing one thing in general:
common sense.
At Studio FANTÁSTICA we strive to
develop groundbreaking ideas using a
wide-angle-cross-boundary approach
to design. Innovation and ecology drive
us. We provide practical solutions at the
local level for the global challenges that
will positively impact the communities
we serve over time. We believe that by
helping you fulfill your design needs we
can always give something back to the
communities and ecosystems we
share, keeping you, your clients and
ourselves happy. Simple!
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